
6/23/69 

Dear Gary, 

Your letter of 6/19, with enclosed letter to Dave and to and from 
Edelmen, and your two larger mailings„ arrived yesterdays These inlcuded 
Playboy, jenchester's Ileliday, the two weaver pix, True 11/68 and the Alvarez 
correspondence (Was Penner referring toxidxxiletembax a book I do not have or 
recall?). I have resumed writing, have drafted six chapter of the second part 
of COUP and sn pushing on it, and I expect to have to go to NYC Thursday, so, 
for me, 	be brief. 

Let me straighten one new thing out, your eeference to Fred,"that 
his relationship with you was dismembered by a combination of diaegreementa in 
letters and Lifton from the other end." About Lifton, I presume he had somethigg 
to do with it if he could. The first part isn't true, not even warranted by 
extension. Cut of a clear blue sky, bingI a nasty letter. I sent you a copy of 
it tny my reply. There had been no dsiagreement, no complaint or suggestion of 
one that I recall. I think it was my asking him for fact on Farewell. It was in 
repsonse to such a lettere.Lifton , the little bag-exiting helperl 

Once earlier you had indicated the belief you held, that Lifton seemed 
to know the content of my work, unpublished.,I think someone else also did. This 
disturbs me„ for I have let each of theve few with Whom I deal in Calif know 
my feelings for him ;')nit and that when I send them things in confidence it means 
no oga else.mYour reference to Nichols bothers ee more, for that limit:: the 
seurces. It also indicates he has had verbal, not visual adcess. I wile try and 
explain in teems of your quotation. 

:rohn did ask me for an affidavit end for several others as a con-
sequence of what he apparently dientt kftoe and of which I told him in a long 
memo of which you have a copy. The- government's response in his syit wee false 
in claiming noon is ever allowed to handle any of the tangible evidence. I 
told him that when Dick end Tom and I were there we had all hendled it, end 
that on other occasions I had. Be sent me a draft of the statement he hod 
prepared for Dick to sign, asked me to set Tom to make a eimilee one and for 
one from me. I arranged for TomLe ead made my rem, edding to it such I ddeemed 
relecant to the iseue. I sent dt ig zose4 draft, 	6.11 retypes end executed. 
I teed him I had odded whet I believed he also wented but that if this were not 
the case, to let oe know or send a the lenguese his lawyer vented. Lis response 
was that his lawyer liked it the way it 7,41 2  that it we much better that way. 
His "All Nichols eeparently wanted was statements which shooed that researchers 
have  been permitted to handle the evidence". Nichols knew only of the ceses and 
399, and that is all he asked for. It is I rho converted ;;his into "the evidence", 
end John, from his comment, is tinkled. I haven't the slightest idea what he 
could rationally mean in saying "I think this affidavit could really muddy 
certain waters, especially es there is no distinction drawn between "pictures 
of a splice" end "srlice". This also, hoecver, may farther limit. Let us tetee 
this apart: If Tehn or his lawyer had been in any way dissatisfied, they'd have 
asked for ehatever it is Dave is (I think) guessing that they want. Now, there 
is nothing In the affidavit of either pictures or selices. ou have s copy. How-
ever, separately, I called to his eteention whet Dick had not told ae in the 
krchives, alas, that when I aren't with him in that 700M and he excnined some 
negatives I didn't, those represented no token through e comparison TO:1CM-
scope were tro in each case, in eeela case pasted together. Then a print was made. 
Id this is true it could. be htehly significant tell is fakery. I suggested that 
he should check this out end slaked him if he wonted en to. I else suggested 
he ask certain certifications of the Archivitt. I am. confident I eent you end 
Paul and only the two of you copies Af this. I do not think I mentioned it 
directly to Hel,but y  might have. I do not know whet he means by asking "Could 
Harold have choseb something else he has examined *m in order to make his point?" 



This is either fishing of some obtuse sort or a misunderstanding of what he had 
been told or a misunderstood accounting given him or R combination. Read the eff. 
and see for yourself. 

Imt think the great distortion eliminates John as a source. That 
would seem to leave Paulmand Hal or aim. Any one shakos me, for have bean so 
blunt on this' I have no basis for selection. However, after the Paul R thing I 
asked Paul not to permit the making of any unnecossory copies. If he hasn't and 
Bel or am has read what I sent and not really comprehended it, this could 
follow. 

This utter ismnot in a different category. I continue not to care 
about the behind-the-back defamations, but I would like to have everything you 
have indicating leaks en2. their possibile origin(s). Z think that is vital, per-
hpps literally. I think it eay be enouoh to put Lifton, sans or not, in a dif-
ferent esteem also. As you cut it, all the ray. But not necosoarily clone. Fred 
may be his fall guy on other things thoe you eugoect, terhopo "oll the way". 

. 	I fear what be says.  and thinks that to me is wierd may be exciting 
to ,Ral, who could well credit what.you and I would not. I think Paul has per- • 
haps same slight doubt but thinks him a eiacere, unselfish critic. Of him and 
jin I know nothing. 

From now on I'll have to be more carafel about some things. If my 
work is to be mine and more, if it is not to be open to opposition before it is 
completed, this will have to extend to overythine I intend publishing. 

On your contact in England, there is something I would lime but 
do not require. I would not want him asked to try and get it if .4e would 
spread copies. In this c330 it is entirely literary selfishness that teeple 
re to mate this stipulation. I haVe ee enormous investment in COUP and I do not 
want it vitiated. It will be important without this. But others using this if 
I pinpoint it coul teke the edge off. That would be ruinous to mo. I have 
made repeated and serious efforts to get the evidence used against Ray, in °port. 
Reofite lawyer, the US embassy, the Home Offico, one tec court, oll 11,,Yve it. If it 
means copying that is too expensive (ass'aninc he -IS not doniad it for me), tith a 
Hot of the effidtvits, I would nrecify. Boforo ockino his to t='"%, MO'r:C this 
stipulation. If he is ogreoable, I will than trite and .toll him ohot e toss done 
so he can either avoid it or try a possibly batter moans. If ho is not 77lling 
to keep this for me, I do not wont it done. Then 7ou so o tho odlitions to ODP 
I think you will better undorstend mo. If ho does and conds It to you, make a 
copy for yourself end 7e can go eve" it t000theo. You moy sae whA I do not. I'll 
send you what I see. in asking him, do not coy ohattitmis, but do specify 
official reco-ds that should be public and to which there may be opposition. Also 
were his. of the possibility of retaliation, for we do not want him to ,:ia:Uc into 
anything that might hurt him. This is esoecielly true if ha is an American. 

No time for more. Gotta work. I keow you want emeste your latter to 
nave beck. 	copy it soon and return. I plan to read t1.4 other thilr's on the 
way to NYC Thursday, and I'll copy and return after I return, or as noon < o I 
can get f'reo enough. I have the ?ermullitery ti but iplaco and 	n,o1 c)1:y, but 
will save  for them for postage and insurance reasons. ":het Ite like, ie you can 
fine tee time, is a smell slip of toper with a list of what I'm 	 To 
that otter New York I can keep it by he machine and check if off as I do it. I'm 
also getting to the bottom n that box of peter. I do not vent, by sisteke, to 
overlook anything, and when I'm gray, worj ng on other things, as this time, some 
of them complicated, with the rritino on 'y mind, then all C this gets nixed 
in, then I get mail on other' things, well, there io a ohonoe. Sorry abort the 
typos again. Russ is here, by the way, until some time tomorrow. -e  hoc let 

Chi and for a snort pe,iod will be in Mid. I think you have not bean in touch. 

Lcst minute: has Bernebei been in touch with Litton? Best, 



UNIVERSITY OF innuota, 

MEDICAL SCHOOL 

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY AND NEUROLOGY 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA SS4SS 

June 19, 1969 
Dear Harold, 

The flak Hal is getting against you, if any, comes from Lifton, or perhaps, from Lifton through 
Newccmb. But Fred never even mentions Hal so I suspect more Lifton directly. But I would bet 
my bottom dollar that it is Lifton. Newcomb, when he writes of you, seems to parrot Lifton, and 
has written me things which indicate that his relationship with you was dismembered by a combin-
ation6 of disagreements in letters and Lifton from the other end. Sometimes I can even easily 
see Lifton's typicall phraseelogy, which happens to be much different from that of either Fred 
or Mares (fortunately for us), in Fred's letters to me. Then, in Lifton's letter to me of 
May 31, we find: "You are, as they say, in a'bag,' similar to one which I have help-d others  
get out of on this issue; ..." (emphasis added--theiTis, in black and white, written by 
someone who places RSElf  on Olympus) 	 • 

Since this disagreeable subject is up, since you know from me and perhaps others that Liftoa 
is currently quite active (at least with regard to me) against you, I should tell you a few other 
items which are important, one of which I have refrained from making clear to you because it 
was very distnnbing, and at the same time, might not he true. Liften has given me clear indicat.: 
or at least made definite claims to have spoken with someone who had read either both or one of 
your recent two manuscripts and have somerknowalgie the contents. (Tie has, of course, tried 
an incredible amount of pumping on me, bLa am up with little more than my own attempts to elic-
it info from him to see who he has, or if it could be important.) He did this on the phone and 
I was unable to get a clear idea of his source, although one thing which might help is that I 
think the discussion dealt with the attopsy, and therefore, it is more likely he was referring 
to Post Mortem. Furthermore, in his letter to me of June 7 of this year we find the following: 

"(And by the way, in connection with Nichol's suit, Harold is apparently filing an 
affadavit, under sane May, 1969 date, stating that he has been permitted to handle 
and examine the Archives Z film and has checked it for splices, and that there was 
none. All Nichols apparently wanted was statements which showed that researchers 
have been permitted to handle evidence. I think this affadavit could really muddy 
certalia—W-Sters, especiaTITTSthere is no distinction drawn between "pictures of a 
splice" anesplice." Do you know about this affadavit and do you think it is a wise 
thing??? Couldn't Harold have chosen something else he has examined in order to make 
his point??)" 

Now Harold, this shook me up, because you just sent me that thing pretty recently, and I have 
never mentioned it to anyone and assumed that it was top secret. 'doubt if Dave could have 
gotten it from Nichols since he did not know About Nichol's lawsuit a while back (Icannot believe 
that he would have lied about this, since at the time he was trying to impress me with how much 
he knew, even from the Garrison camp). You know better than I who else that leaves. To find 
this in his letter really shocked me, especially given the previous comments he has made about 
knowing someone who had read your stuff, or knowing someone close to you who allegedly agreed 
about your tendency to claim things were your work when they weren't (the latter could be Lifton'; 
distortion, but I doubt if it is complete fabrication, sicee he is generally careful when quoting 
people, since he needs allies badly), etc. All I can say is that Lifton can be very convincing, 
except when he loses his control and starts raving, and that he is good at pumping, as you have 
said, and that he is good at putting pressure on people. 

On Hal, bear irmWmind that he just maybe busy, and that his work on the case has slacked 
off a bit and he just may have gotten out of touch. 

Although not having experienced it myself, I think that I can understand your bitter feeling: 
About not having gotten decent treatment in LA and still suffering financially as a resuti, while 
they live in the suburbs and philosophize, etc. Especially now, when same of them are spreading 

lies about you, and denying they ever needed you for anything, and denouncing you in general. 



The comments which I passed on from Lifton, and to which you so eloquently and repidly responded, 
from what both Fred and Dave have dropped during phone conversations, and rarely in letters, are 
representative of the double faced character of these people, or perhaps emotional distress or 
illness. They have daid these things before behind your back. I have not repeated them because 
they were largely second hand and not in writing and I felt that you were above them and also that 
you would waste time, as you have in the past weeks, refuting them. This type of infighting and 
cliquesmanship has undoubtedly cost the critics more that the flak from the other side. One of 
the reasons I abandoned my early desire to do a book on the critics was that to be honest, I woulc 
have to make a record of something which is better kept hidden from the rest of the wilordd, so as 
not to discredit the work which has been done nor detracttoo much from the generally mimetic 
imagine the average guy has about thh critics. As for Mark, his work against you would have 
accomplished nothing were it not for those who received his words and did what they did as a 
result, so I consider that the least of the trajedies. Mark's great trajic contribution has 
been his public work on this.) Also bear in mind that MuMu, Maggie, and others tend to build 
their worlds around social circles, parties, etc., and the same is true of Garrison, Sahl, and 
the rest. It is ironic that such a frantic fight as the critics should have waged was detracted 
from by the social niceties and desire for manners and soft words, rather than a staunch concern 
for the truth about everything from the assassination._ to. their, everyday lives. It is betterto 
sip drinks on a veranda and take everything intellectually than it is to wrrk your ass off, 
fight the establishment, and insist on such things of others as you do. As a student of human 
behavior I have sat & wathhed this since 1966 when I first got to know Vince, and I have relived 
it through correspondence files, etc., but it is a disgusting thing to see, since all of it was 
at least semi-predictable, although I would never have wanted to make the predictions. Right 
now I am greatly hampered by having only an idea of what happens on the West Coast, but it looks 
like Lifton all the way. 

By the way, unless I am way off, Fred has been Lifton's fall guy for tryigg to see what I 
know about certain things which nave is interested in moreinfo on. The clippings about the 
Army being ciliated to strike in Germany the day of the assassination is a good example, and 
the same is true from. Fred's last letter which dealt with a guy who looks like he could have 
been set up as a patsy in San Antonio. I am certain that these things come from Dave, becauee 
Dave is interested in both, and Fred not only has hp knowledge, but the sources are beyond 
Fred's investigative work. I am playing the game,not letting them know I have caught on, but 
the childishness astonishes me. I have been with this thing since I heard Mark speak in Ithaca 
in 1964 and am not fooled by such stunts. Again, it is fasc inating to observe as a psychologist. 
I am wondering how far they will go. I just gave them quite a bit of bait. What really blows 
my mind is not Fred but Lifton, who considers himself an intelligence man par excellence. It 
is re&l*y a great temptation to expose this nonsense, but I just have to wathh where it goes. 
It gives me some idea of what Dave is doing at no expense to myself. 

Well, best wishes. I hope that the thing with Hal works out, and suspect that it will 
Silence is a tough thing to deal with, andonce that is ended I am sure these things will be 
ironed out. But if there is a leak we must find it, or at least plug it for the future. 
My best regards to Lillian. 

P. 


